
AMERICAN SAMOA SAFE DRINKING WATER INFRASTRUCTURE GRANT PRIORITY RANKING CRITERIA
Projects will be prioritized based on points accrued in the three categories listed below.  The first two categories give points for only one
subcategory, the last category allows for points to be received for as many as 3 subcategories that apply.  In cases where projects receive the same
score, the projects will be ranked according to population served by the project, i.e., the higher the population served, the higher the priority.

PUBLIC HEALTH (One Only) Possible
Points

1

a This project will correct the cause of a documented human disease event.  Examples include outbreaks of Hepatitis, Giardiasis,
and Cryptosporidosis. 100

b This project will provide potable water to a community or area presently using untreated surface water.
75

c This project will eliminate acute risks to public health.  Examples include projects that will resolve microbial risk from
inadequately treated surface water or ground water, or elimination of dangerously high levels of contaminants such as nitrate
exceedances.

75

d This project will correct potential long-term, chronic health problems, or repair or replace serious distribution system problems
or leaks.  Examples include correction of potential distribution problems. 50

e This project will eliminate potential health hazards, provide treatment of secondary contaminants such as iron or manganese, or
enhance system operations.  Examples include exceedances of primary MCLs due to mechanical or structural problems,
undersized or inadequate components or low pressure problems.

20

COMPLIANCE WITH SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT (Only one)

2

a This project will allow a system to come into compliance with an executed Compliance-Order-By-Consent (COBC) or
Administrative Order.  Judicial Decision or Consent Decree. 35

b This project will resolve a significant compliance issue.  Examples include SNC violations, NOVs and Boil Water Notices. 25
c This project will resolve documented compliance issues that are relatively minor in nature.  Documentation will include agency

notication letters, etc. 10

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS (Accumulative – up to 15 points maximum)

3
a The system employs, or has access to, the correct level of certified or qualified operators. 5
b Construction documents have been prepared and submitted. 5
c A detailed engineering feasibility study, including detailed cost estimates, has been prepared and submitted. 5
d This project will result in the regionalization and/or consolidation of two or more existing public water systems. 5



FY 2013/14 ASPA SAFE DRINKING WATER INFRASTRUCTURE CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT RANKING

Project Name Justification Description of Project Scope Criteria Points Total
points

Rank
1 2 3

Pago Pago to
Fagasa Pass
Service Area

Upper Pago Pago and both sides of the Fagasa Pass areas must still rely on
untreated village water supplies.  ASPA water is needed in these areas.
Water from  Pago Pago should be pumped up to a new WST to be
constructed at the top of Fagasa pass.  This project would re-classify the
Fagasa distribution system as no longer a satellite, but instead par t of the
ASPA Central System.

Design and install needed booster pump facilities to supply upper
Pago Pago and both sides of the Fagasa Pass with water.  Extend
Central Distribution System piping to connect with the Fagasa
satellite system piping.  Install all needed electro-mechanical
equipment, controls, and a 0.25 MG WST at Fagasa Pass.  The
system will be controlled by SCADA.

75 25 10 110 1

Ofu/Olosega
Waterline
Extension

This Project will allow two water systems to join and significantly reduce the
costs of monitoring the wells, and provide improved water quality to the
island of Olosega.

This project will provide potable water to a community.  This project
will resolve a significant compliance issue.  Detailed engineering
feasibility study, including cost estimates shall be prepared.

75 25 10 110 1

AOA Water
System

The existing wells provide poor quality water to the village of Aoa
(pop.1000).

Drill well in Aoa based on recommendation by the Water & Well
Systems Engineer.  If the well is productive., install pumps and
controls with pump houses and a disinfection system.  Install pipes,
valves and other appurtenant works including a single CI disinfection
system with CI analyzer and SCADA output for dosage and flow.  If
well is not productive, install filtration system.

75 25 5 105 2

Ili-Ili Wells
Manifolding
Project (Well
62, Well 76,
Well 79, and
Well 84)

This project will maximize the yield of Tafuna Well Nos. 62, 76, 79 and 84
while also stabilizing the system pressure in part of Leone Tafuna.

Construct two (1) 0.5 MG WSTs, fencing, a water disinfection
facility/building and an access road to each.  Manifold all four wells
into the WSTs and treat H20 with a single CI disinfection system, a
CI analyzer and SCADA output for dosage, flow, and storage
level(s).

75 25 5 105 2

“Ito” Place
Well
Manifolding
Project

This project will maximize the yield of Tafuna Wells Nos. 171 and 172
while also stabilizing the system pressure in Tafuna

Construct two (1) 0.1 MG WSTs, fencing, a water disinfection
facility/building and an access road to each.  Manifoild all two wells
into the WSTs and treat H2O with a single CI disinfection system, a
CI analyzer and SCADA output for dosage, flow, and storage,
level(s).

75 25 5 105 2

Nuuuli-
Fagaalu Water
Main
Rehabilitation

The old 12” ACP from Nuuuli to Fagaalu leaks badly and it supports
numerous service connections for residences and businesses as well as
numerous fire-hydrant connections.

Ensure all service lines from the leaking 12” ACP line have been
transferred.  The 12” ACP line should be slip-lined to eliminate water
losses and to retain a redundant means of transferring Tafuna well-
field water to the Pago Pago area.

75 25 5 105 2

Manifold
Malaeloa Well
Nos. 168,169
and 83

This project will maximize yield from three (3) wells, significantly reduce
the costs of monitoring the wells, and provide compliance with all GWR CT
requirements for the operation of these wells.

Construct two (2) 300,000 gallon WSTs with security fencing a water
disinfection facility/building and an access road to each.  Manifold all
three wells into the WSTs.  Construct a water disinfection
facility/building to house UV exposure equipment, a single CI
disinfection system with a CI analyzer and SCADA output for
dosage, flow, and storage level(s).

75 25 5 105 2



Manifold
Malaeloa Well
Nos. 91, 92 and
93

This project will maximize yield from three (3) wells, significantly
reduce the costs of monitoring the wells, and provide compliance
with all GWR CT requirements for the operation of these wells.

Transfer all service lines from eight-inch AC line to 12-inc AC line
between wells and Futiga WST.  Slip-line existing eight-inch line and
utilize it as dedicated fill line from wells to the Futiga WST.  Upgrade
operator access and security fencing around WST.  Construct a water
disinfection facility/building to house a single CI disinfection system with
CI analyzer and SCADA output for dosage, flow, and storage level(s).

75 25 5 105 2

Malaeimi-Nuuuli
ACP Water
Transmission
Main
Rehabilitation

The old 20” and 24” ACP from Malaeimi through Nuuuli is known
to leak badly.  As leaks progress to become larger leaks, coupling
gaskets fail and scour the pipe ends which necessitate very expensive
repair efforts in a densely populated and built-up area.  The ACP
pipe sections are 10-feet in length, so there are many field couplings
and many more which are beginning to fail.  These pipelines carry all
of the water which supplies both Nuuuli and all points eastward as
far as Atuu and Aua.

Slip-line the 20” and 24” ACP pipes in-situ as a means of avoiding the
difficult task of excavation and pipe replacement through the highly
congested Nuuuli utility corridor where the main Territorial Highway has
just recently been repaved.

75 25 5 105 2

Replace 8” ACP
from Mapusaga
Booster Station
to Futiga
Junction

This water transmission leaks badly due to deterioration of rubber
coupling gaskets and deteriorated service line taps.  These numerous
leaks are possible causes of contamination during low pressure
events which occur during power outages at the Mapusaga Booster
station and Well 85.

Install approximately 12,500 LF of 8” 0 PVC pipes. Install 2”0 tapping
saddles and fittings to be used as stub-outs for distribution lines. The
project will also include the breaking and restoration of the sidewalks.

75 25 5 105 2

Replacement of
Various Sized
Tafuna Area
ACP Piping

Thirty-plus year old ACP pipelines in the Tafuna Area are
contributing significantly to water losses due to leakage.  The leaking
pipes are also possible sources of contamination during low pressure
situations encountered during increasingly common power outages.

Install ~ 10,000 LF of 6”0 PVC including valves and fittings.  The transfer
of service lines from the ACP to the new line shall also be included in this
project as well as breaking and restoration of concrete roads and
driveways.

75 25 5 105 2

Aunuu RO
System
Upgrade/Replace
ment

Existing RO system no longer functions properly.  Post R.O.
disinfection does not exist and the treated water storage tank should
be replace with cleanable facility.

Pilot test the water supply from village WST.  Evaluate treatment options
and install a new filtration and potable supply system to remove organics
as well as TDS/chlorides.  Monitor the system by SCADA for storage
volume and CI residual.  To reduce DBP problems on Aunuu, storage
volumes should be minimized.  A small HDPE WST with manway access
should be sited outside of the RO building, under a covered roof area.

75 25 5 105 2

Nuuuli Well(s) This project will augment the production of the Tafuna wells.
This/These additional well(s) may provide 100 gpm or more to the
central distribution system through the sixteen-inch  transmission line
to the Pago Pago Harbor and East Bay Area.

Drill two (2) exploratory wells in Nuuuli up behind the Family Mart
toward the waterfall.  If the wells are productive, install pumps and
controls with pump houses and a disinfection system. Install
approximately 1,700 linear feet of 6”0 PVC pipes,valves,and other
appurtenant works including a single CI disinfection system with CI
analyzer and SCADA output for dosage and flow.

75 25 5 105 2



Inadequately
Certified Operators
Survey

2010 Manua/Tutuila Water System Sanitary Survey conducted by AS-EPA
Team identified the need for ASPA to have certified operators. Training is
needed to develop a sufficient cadre of operators.

Conduct professional development of operations staff ad
demonstrate that priority by the regular provision of certification
related training by (HRWA) leading towards advancement within
ASPA as well as certified by ABC to a Grade 4 Distribution
Operator.

50 25 15 90 3

Replacement of Ofu
Tank

The existing tank is in a state of advanced deterioration due to the extreme
climactic conditions on the island of Ofu. This project will ensure the
sustainability of the Ofu satellite water system because the existing tank is
the only available potable storage in  the village.

Construct a 100,000 gallon bolted steel tank in the village of Ofu.
The project will include the replacement of the corroded security
perimeter fence.

50 25 5 80 4

Well Abandonment
Phase II

This project will improve the quality of water through the elimination of
contamination to ground water sources through improperly abandoned
wells.

Some of these wells were abandoned 35-40yrs ago and ASPA is
still in doubt if they were abandoned in accordance with the EPA
standards-Assess the wells and properly abandon them if not yet
comply with EPA regulations. Some of the wells with high
salinity/turbidity will be abandoned. Disconnect and remove all
pipes from water main.

50 25 5 80 4

Masefau Wells
Access Road

Phase II of Masefau access road ground water sources that service the
Masefau, Sailele, Masausi  villages.

For the operators to access the structure easily for water quality
monitoring and system operations. 50 25 5 80 4

Vatia Wells & WST
Access Road

This project will allow for proper access to the Vatia WST and ground
water sources which is the only available potable water system for the
village of Vatia.

For the operators to access the structure easily for water quality
monitoring an d system operations. 50 25 5 80 4

Replacement of
Tramway Tank

This 39 year-old welded steel tank exhibits an advanced state of
deterioration due to corrosion. Recent ROV video inspection verifies most
interior roof support rafters to be collapsed. A seismic event or strong
typhoon winds could result in catastrophic failure of the tank. This tank is
absolutely crucial to the operational storage requirement of ASPA’s Central
Distribution System.

Option 1: Design and construct two (2) 600,000 gallon WSTs
flow control equipment and security fencing.  Install 1,500 If of
8”0 PVC transmission line and appurtenant works. Construct
1,200 if access road.  Provide signal outputs to SCADA for
storage level(s). Estimated cost is $2.7M.
Option 2: Construct a 500,000 gallon WST complete with flow
control equipment and security fencing.  Install 1,500 If or 6”0
PVC transmission line and appurtenant works. Structurally repair,
sand-blast, and re-coat existing 1MG welded steel water storage
tank. Provide signal outputs to SCADA for storage level(s).
Estimated cost is $2.7M.

75 25 5 105 2

New Central Water
System Wells

This project will augment the production of the CWS to replace GUDI
wells.  This/These additional well(s) may provide 100 gpm or more to the
central distribution system through the sixteen-inch transmission line to the
Pago Pago Harbor, Tafuna plains and East Bay Area.

Drill exploration wells in CWS based on recommendation by the
Water and Well Systems Engineer. If the wells are productive,
install pumps and controls with pump houses and a disinfection
system. Install 6” , etc 0 PVC pipes, valves and other appurtenant
work including a single CI disinfection system with CI analyzer
and SCADA output for dosage and flow.

75 25 5 105 2

Manua Water
System Sanitary
Survey

This project will insured continuation of water service for Manua
community by drilling a stand by water well for Fitiuta water system as
well as replacing aging and highly corroded steel bolted tanks in Fitiuta and
Olosega water system.

Drill and construct a stand by well near existing Well 207 to
replace Well 208 that is schedule for abandon and construct
replacement tanks for Olosega water system a 0.065 MG WST
and a replacement tank for Fitiuta water system a .100 MG WST
as it describe in the 2010 SS Water Survey.

50 25 15 90 3



Manifold and Repair
AC Pipe from
Malaeloa Well Nos.
83,168 and 169

This project will maximize yield from three (3) wells, significantly
reduce the costs of monitoring the wells, and provide compliance
with all GWR CT requirements for the operation of these wells.

Transfer all service lines from eight-inch AC line to 12-inch AC line
between wells and Futiga WST. Slip-line existing eight-inch line and
utilize it as dedicated fill line from wells to the Futiga WST.
Upgrade operator access and security fencing around WST.
Construct a water disinfection system facility/building to house a
single CI disinfection system with CI analyzer and SCADA output
for dosage, flow, and storage level(s).

50 25 5 80 4

Small Water Pressure
Boosting Systems

Several areas of Tutuila suffer from low and unreliable water
pressure.  This low pressure keeps the distribution system at risk to
contamination from back-siphonage and infiltration.

Construct 4-5 duplex VFD pressure booster systems in Gataivai,
Olotele, upper Pago Pago Tank region, Nuuuli-Tago’s Valley, and
possibly Tula near the NOAA station. The system will be controlled
by SCADA.

50 25 5 80 4

ASG Housing
Distribution Lines
Upgrade

Deteriorated galvanized iron service lines and the ACP distribution
lines induce high chlorine demand and leakage which results in low
water pressure for area residents thus increasing distribution system
contamination potential.

Purchase and install 10,800 If of 6”0 PVC distribution lines, valves,
fire hydrants and other appurtenant works. Purchase and install 4,000
If of 1”0 HDPE service lines. Install dual-check backflow prevention
devices on all service connections.

50 25 5 80 4

Replacement of
Upper Amouli Tank

The existing WST has deteriorated due to the extreme climatic
conditions in the Central Water System. This project will ensure the
sustainability of water distribution system in the eastern section of
the island and provide water to underserved areas.

Construct a 100,000 gallon bolted steel tank in the village of Amouli.
The project will include the replacement of the corroded security
perimeter fence.

50 25 5 80 4

Install VFDs and
Controls to 7 Booster
Pump/Motor Sets.

This will improve Pump/Motor set efficiency and properly operate
pumps based on preset operational parameters. VFDs will also
provide balanced voltages to all 3 phase motors and protect motor
sets from power deficiencies. Higher efficiencies, Automatic
energy optimization, and sleep mode shuts OFF pumps when
demand is low, results to energy savings. VFDs will ensure longer
motor lives and provide reliable operations.

Replace full voltage starters to 7 Booster Stations with Variable
Frequency Drives in the in the CWS. These are pump/motor sets
ranging from 30 to 60 HP. Each booster station will have 2 VFDs
and a controller. Controller will balance operating hours of each
pump/motor set at a preset number of hours before change over and
automatic change over from duty to standby pump/motor set, when
duty set gets faulty.

50 10 5 65 5

Aunu’u Tank Access
Road

This project will allow for proper access to Aunu’u WST which is
the only available potable WST for the island of Aunu’u.

For the operators to access the structure easily for water quality
monitoring and system operations. 50 10 5 65 5

Replacement of
Onenoa Tank

The existing WST has deteriorated due to the extreme climatic
conditions in the Central Water System. This project will ensure the
sustainability of water distribution system in the eastern section of
the island and provide water to underserved areas.

Construct a 100,000 gallon bolted steel tank in the village of
Onenoa. The project will include the replacement of the corroded
security perimeter fence.

50 10 5 65 5

Install VFD Controls
to 15 Production
Wells

This will improve Pump/Motor set efficiency and properly operate
pumps based on preset operational parameters. VFDs will also
provide balanced voltages to all 3 phase motors and protect motor
sets from power deficiencies. Higher efficiencies, Automatic
energy optimization, and sleep mode shuts OFF pumps when
demand is low, results to energy savings. VFDs will ensure longer
motor lives and provide reliable operations.

Replace full voltage starters of 15 major wells with Variable
Frequency Drives in the in the CWS. These are pump/motor sets
ranging from 30 to 50 HP. 50 10 5 65 5

Re-locate
16”Fagatogo Harbor-
side Water Main

Line is the primary conduit of water to Pago Pago and the Atuu
canneries. Recent post-tsunami shoreline erosion has exposed more
of the line and emphasized the vulnerability of the pipeline in its
current submerged shoreline location.

Approximately 425-feet of 12-inc PVC or HDPE piping should be
moved inland starting at the Fono Building area and extending to the
east side of the Fagatogo Square Building. Piping will need to cross
an existing bridge.

50 10 5 65 5



Construction of
Fagaalu Booster
Station

The existing Faga’alu Booster Station was constructed in the early 70s and it is
the main booster station for the delivery of water to the Pago Pago Harbor and
to the East Bay area which includes the canneries and Leloaloa. The pump
station is currently equipped with three (3) inefficient pump assemblies which
are manually operated to boost and balance flows and pressures to the Bay
Area. The new booster station should optimize the transmission of water
coming from Nuu’uli and stabilize the flows and pressure in the Bay Area.

Design, purchase and install electro-mechanical
equipment including controls and SCADA. Included in
the project will be the purchase and installation of
transformer banks, valves and fittings and miscellaneous
mechanical pipings. Construction of a pump house
including a security perimeter fence will also be required.

50 10 5 65 5

Airport Loop
Waterline

This project will improved the hydraulics and water quality of the regional
distribution system by eliminating a dead-end on the 6” water main which
currently serves the airport. By transforming the line to a looped supply, the
water service to the airport will be improved in quality and pressure will be
better stabilized.

Install 1,000 linear feet of 6”0 PVC to connect the
existing 6”0 PVC adjacent to the airport to the existing
16”0 ACP at the junction adjacent to the scrap metal
yard. The project includes the installation of valves and
other appurtenant works.

50 10 5 65 5

Replacement of Pago
Pago Booster

Pago Pago Booster  was destroyed by the Tsunami. The facility should be
replaced to assure adequate pressure to Pago Pago and the Satala-Atu’u area
(the canneries).

FEMA may pay for 90% of this project. If so, grant funds
could not be utilized for the 10% balance. The new
facility booster would have to be elevated above the local
BFE.

50 10 5 65 5

Sanitary Survey
Deficiency Upgrades

Many small, and some not so small, water distribution system deficiencies were
identified during the August 2010 Sanitary Survey which was conducted by
USEPA-R9 personnell.

Implement necessary system component upgrades by
purchasing parts and supporting designated PM personnel
for the purpose of accomplishing the identified upgrades.

20 10 5 35 6

Cost of Service, Rate
and Fee Study for
Water

American Samoa has high utility rates and many customers face economic
hardship. Some avoid ASPA water fees by using unregulated village water
systems which do not meet minimum public standards. A rate study is needed
to better understand the cost of producing safe drinking water and determine
the appropriate rates and/or fees needed to sustainable operate the ASPA water
systems.

A rate study will seek system to determine revenue
requirements to operate and maintain the ASPA water
systems as well as capital outlays, emergency reserves,
equipment replacement, debt service and debt coverage
for a five year period. Rate structures will be reviewed for
reasonableness and recommendations will be made that
are advantageous to both ASPA and its customers.

20 10 5 35 1

Transfer Afono
Wellfield Water to
Central Distribution
System

Aua and eastern Tutuila villages are currently provided with poor quality, high-
chloride content water. Afono’s well field produces good water from percolated
subsurface supplies on the north side of Rainmaker Mountain. 150-200 gpm
from the existing wells in Afono could be diverted to ASPA’s Central
Distribution System.  This water would significantly improve water quality and
water pressure for residents of eastern Tutuila Villages. This water would also
then become available to residents of upper Aua who currently do not receive
ASPA water at the elevation of their homes.

Option 1: Construct booster stations, piping, and
hydraulic appurtenances to transfer  water from Afono to
the Aua WST-Upgrade all electric-mechanical equipment
and controls. Construct a 0.25 MG WST at Rainmaker
Pass and control levels with SCADA.

Option 2: Construct booster stations, piping and
hydraulic appurtenances to transfer water from Afono to
Lauli’i through the pass which lies to the NE of
Rainmaker Mountain. Construct a booster system to
pressurize existing but dry upper Aua piping-System will
be controlled by SCADA.

75 10 10 95 7



Water Recovery
Program Project

On a system-wide basis.  ASPA’s non-revenue water is estimated to be
approximately 40% of total produced volume. Reduction of losses is
needed to create a sustainable level of operations and to lessen stress on
ground water resources. Locating and repairing leaks is much less costly
and more reliable than drilling additional wells to supplement supply.
Significant amounts of non-revenue water are also seen to be the result
of old, poorly functioning water meters.

Invest in leak detection equipment and training. Develop a
systematic investigative leak detection survey strategy.  Conduct
system-wide leak detection survey. Invest in commonly utilized
leak repair fittings (4”, 6”,8”,12”,16”,24), hardware, valves,
meters, backflow preventers and assembly testers, pressure
loggers, etc. Repair leaks on a prioritized basis and install
isolation valves, etc., where needed. More than 20% of the Water
Recovery Program Project is classified under the ARRA Green
Project Reserve. The project will emphasize leak detection
through equipment investment and field works.  Water
accounting will be enhanced by the replacement of faulty, old
water meters with new, state-of-the-art metering installations
including backflow prevention devices.

50 10 5 65 4

LBJ-TMC Water
System Project

The hospital experiences low water pressure whenever there is high
demand in the Bay Area.

Purchase and construct a 100,000 gallon tank including SCADA
and security perimeter fence in the village of Fagaalu. Purchase
and install approximately 1,200LF of 6”PVC transmission line
and appurtenant works. Construct 800LF of access road.

50 10 5 65 5

Manifolding of
Malaeimi Well
Nos.67 88 and 89

This project will maximize yield from three (3) wells, significantly
reduce the costs of monitoring the wells, and provide compliance with
all GWR CT requirements for the operation of these wells. Investigate
other potentially higher quality ground water development sites that
remove the need to treat GUDI water in the Central Water
System(CWS).

Construct two (2) connected 0.375 MG WSTs with security
fencing, a water disinfection facility/building and access roads.
Manifold three wells into the WSTs and treat H2O with a single
CI disinfection system, a CI analyzer, and SCADA output for
dosage, flow, and storage level(s). Conduct exploratory well
drilling in other areas that could produce water to the CWS in
order to determine potential for higher quality ground water
production zones.

75 25 5 105 1

Manifold  Tafuna
Wells and WSTs

This project will maximize the yield of Tafuna Well Nos. 33, 46, 60, 61,
66, 71,72 and 81 while also stabilizing the system pressure in Tafuna.

Construct two (2) 0.6 MG WSTs, fencing, a  water disinfection
facility/building and an access road to each. Manifold all eight
wells into the WSTs and treat H2O with a single CI disinfection
system, a CI analyzer and SCADA output for dosage, flow, and
storage level(s).

75 25 5 105 1

Nuu’uli – Faga’alu
water line transfer
and relining.

The old 12” ACP from Nuu’uli to Fagaalu leaks badly and it supports
numerous service connections for residences and businesses as well as
numerous fire-hydrant connections.

Transfer service lines from leaking 12” ACP line to pre-installed
stub-outs on the existing parallel 16”line. When transfer is
complete, the 12” ACP line should be slip-lined to eliminate
water losses and to retain a redundant means of transferring
Tafuna well-field water to Pago Pago area.

50 10 5 65 8

Cathodic Protection
for Welded Steel
Tanks

This project will prolong the useful life of Nine (9) welded steel tanks
and one (1) bolted steel tank.

Install  Impress Current Cathodic Protectoni System for nine
welded-steel WSTs tanks: Futiga, Pavaiai 1, Pavaiai 2, Pavaiai 3,
Nuu’uli, Blount’s Point, Tramway, Pago Pago and Aua.

50 0 5 55 9

Futiga Waterline
Upgrade

This project will improve the delivery of water to customers who now
received water through a more than 30-year old four-inch(4”) corroded
galvanized iron pipe which promotes bacteria growth an high chlorine
demand while leaking severely and inducing low system pressures.

Install approximately 3,500 linear feet of PVC pipe to replace
existing GI pipe. Project includes installation of fire hydrants,
valves and other appurtenant works and the transfer of the
existing service lines.

20 10 5 35 10



Replacement of
Fitiuta Tank

The existing tank is in a state of advanced deterioration due to the extreme
climatic conditions on the island of Tau. This project will ensure the
sustainability of the Fitiuta satellite water system because the existing tank
is the only available potable storage in the village.

Construct a 100,000 gallon bolted steel tank in the village of
Fitiuta. The project will include the replacement of the
corroded security perimeter fence. 20 0 5 25 11

Replacement of
Olosega Tank

The existing WST is seriously deteriorated due to the extreme climatic
conditions on the island of Olosega. This project will ensure the
sustainability of the Olosega satellite water system because the existing
tank is the only available storage in the village.

Construct a 100,000 gallon bolted steel tank in the village of
Olosega. The project will include the replacement of the
corroded security perimeter fence. 20 0 5 25 12

Tau-Faleasao Water
Line Upgrade and
Replacement

This project will complement the newly constructed two well and tank
systems. Replacing old valves and fittings will reduce water losses in both
Tau and Faleasao. The valves are leaking due to corrosion brought about
by the high concentration of chlorides in the existing well.

Purchase and install gate and control valves including fittings.
The project will include breaking and restoration of existing
concrete pavement.

20 10 0 30 13

Upgrades to Well-
Head Water
Disinfection Facilities

This project will protect chlorine vats from expose to intense direct
sunlight reduces chlorine concentrations and improve effective
disinfection.

Construct 30 disinfection facility/building to house
disinfection equipments as well as upgrading chemical feed
pumps(LMI Chemical Pumps) to flooded-suction chemical
injection, requiring a vehicle for transportation and
transporting materials and insured completion of project under
24 months.

75 25 5 105 1

Significant Water
Loss in Distribution
System Mains and
Low Pressure

This project will insure the leaks are located and repaired and recorded (as-
builts). And if required replace the aging AC pipes. The project will also
improve the water pressure and assured protection of drinking water from
contaminants intrusion into system and sustain safe, quality drinking water
for the community as well as staying in compliance with requirements by
AS-EPA/US-EPA-SDWA.

Conduct water audit, identify and reduce hydrauclic district to
smaller manageable district for purpose of gathering near
accurate comparison of flow verses consumptions within each
districts. Conduct leak detection training and on any new
equipment as well as determining replacing of existing aging
AC pipes.

75 25 5 105 1

Well Abandonment
and Rehabilitation
Project

Old wells are thought to conduct E. Coli bacteria and other contaminants
from  surface water and upper aquifer water to deeper ground water
supplies used for public consumption.  These wells should be properly
decommissioned and abandoned.

Using the services of a qualified well driller, properly
decommission and abandon 16 wells on the island of Tutuila
that are linked to potential contamination of underground
water sources with E. Coli bacteria and other contaminants by
utilizing latest EPA-approved techniques.

75 25 5 105 1

Fagalii-Maloata-
Fagamalo (FMF)
Project

This project will provide a potable drinking water storage, transmission,
and distribution system to the three villages of Fagalii, Maloata, and
Fagamalo. Each of 3 villages are under and EPA AO to provide potable
drinking water.

The project will consist of transmission and distribution pipes,
service laterals, water storage tanks, pump stations,
hypochlorinator, pressure reducing valves, fire hydrants, road
pavement and restoration, and access roads.

75 35 10 120 1


